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Preface 

There has been and continues to be a great deal of work on optimization, multi-
disciplinary optimal design (MDO), but in spite of the amount of research in MDO, 
there is a lack of effort in sharing new ideas aimed at addressing some of the practical 
issues that could lead to more widespread and effective use of optimization as a 
practical design tool. 

Robust design or managing design uncertainties (model uncertainty, parametric 
uncertainty, etc.) is the unpleasant issue that is crucial in much of the MDO work. There 
is a lot of work in stochastic optimization, which tries to address some of the issues, 
and may have some promise for complex, integrated design problems, especially 
for many practical examples springing from this field. The "Optimization-Directed" 
expression in the Robust Optimization-Directed Design title is meant to suggest that 
the focus is not on agonizing over whether optimization strategies identify a true global 
optimum, but on whether they make significant design improvements. Recently, there 
has been enormous practical interest in strategies for applying optimization tools to 
the development of robust solutions/designs in 

• Aerodynamics: airframes design, modeling and control 
• Integration of sensing (laser radars, vision-based systems, millimeter-wave 

radars) and control 
• Cooperative control with poorly modeled uncertainty 
• Cascading failures in military and civilian applications 
• Multi-mode seekers/sensor fusion 
• Data association problems and tracking systems 

In April 2004, the University of Florida (UF) Graduate Engineering and Research 
Center (GERC) and the Center for Agile Autonomous Flight successfully hosted 
the first conference on Robust Optimization-Directed Design (RODD) in Shalimar, 
Florida. The RODD meeting brought together outstanding researchers in RODD, 
researchers working on uncertainty management in complex modeling and simulation 
problems, stochastic optimization and mathematical modeling experts, in order to 
understand the state of the art in RODD, and to see what tools and techniques may 



viii Preface 

be available to help in some of the many complex design issues that are arising in 
the joint Air Force Research Laboratory/Munitions Directorate, Air Force Office of 
Scientific Research and UF GERC research effort currently being conducted at the 
new Center for Agile Autonomous Flight. About 30 researchers from government, 
industry and academia attended the conference and presented their views on robust 
design, what it means and how it is distinct or related to other fields of research. This 
book contains refereed papers summarizing the participants' research in uncertainty 
modelling, robust design, optimal control and stochastic optimization. 

We would like to take the opportunity to thank the authors of the papers, the UF 
Center for Agile Autonomous Flight for financial support. Dr. Marc Jacobs for the 
help in organizing the conference, the anonymous referees and Springer Publisher for 
making the publication of this volume possible. 

Andrew J. Kurdila, Panos M. Pardalos and Michael Zabarankin 
April 2005 



Everything flows, nothing stands still No man can cross the same 
river twice, because neither the man nor the river are the same. 

Heraclitus, 535-475 B.C. 



A Multigrid Approach to Optimal Control 
Computations for Navier-Stokes Flows 

E. Aulisa^ and S. Manservisi^ 

^ DIENCA 
University of Bologna 
Viadei colli 16 
Bologna, Italy 

^ Departments of Mathematics and Statistics 
Texas Tech University 
Lubbock Texas 79409-1042 
smanserv@math. t tu .edu 

Summary. Optimal control computations with boundary controls are presented by using a 
new multigrid approach for reliable and robust optimization. The multigrid implementation 
is based on a local Vanka-type solver for the Navier-Stokes and the adjoint system. The so
lution is achieved by solving and relaxing element by element the optimal control problem 
which is formulated by using an embedded domain approach. Numerical tests for steady and 
unsteady solutions are presented to prove the effectiveness and robustness of the method for 
flow matching and tracking. 

Key words: optimal control, Navier-Stokes equations, Multigrid methods, Vanka-type solvers 

1.1 Introduction 

Optimal boundary control problems associated with the Navier-Stokes equations have 
a wide and important range of applications. Aerodynamic and hydrodynamic problems 
such as the design of cars, airplanes, and jet engines provide a few settings. Despite the 
fact that this field has been extensively studied, determining the optimal control for a 
system governed by the Navier-Stokes equations is still a difficult and time consuming 
task. The optimal control of the Navier-Stokes equations shows many challenges and 
has been considered by numerous authors, e.g., [1], [4], [6], [7], [8], [11], [12], [13], 
[16], [19] and [24]. However in many of these papers the formulation is not suitable 
for applications since the function spaces proposed for the solution may not allow 
accurate finite element implementations or may not allow a suitable numerical form 
for the optimality system. 

In this paper, we study a class of optimal flow control problems and its multigrid 
implementation for which the fluid motion is controlled by velocity forcing, i.e., in
jection or suction, along a portion of the boundary, and the cost or objective functional 

mailto:smanserv@math.ttu.edu


4 E. Aulisa and S. Manservisi 

is a measure of the discrepancy between the flow velocity and a given target velocity. 
We consider the two-dimensional incompressible flow of a viscous fluid on the do-

r4 

Q. 

^4 

^4 

Fig. 1.1. Flow domain: A inflow, r2 outflow and Fc controlled boundary. 

main Ü with boundary F. For example a typical L-shaped channel domain is shown 
in Figure 1.1 on the left and a square domain on the right with boundary control over 
Fc. The velocity u and the pressure p satisfy the Navier-Stokes system 

du 
'dt 
V u 

+ ( u - V ) u = - V p -

0 ini? 

z/Av i? 

along with the Dirichlet boundary conditions 

g l 
g2 

gc 
0 

on A 
onr2 
onFc 
on i~4 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

where f is the given body force. In (1.3), u denotes the inverse of the Reynolds 
number whenever the variables are appropriately nondimensionalized. The vectors 
gl and g2 are the given velocities at the inflow A and outflow A of the channel, 
respectively. Along the boundary F4 of the channel the velocity vanishes. The velocity 
at the outflow F2 may be specified by using Neumann boundary control. The function 
g must satisfy the compatibility condition 

g • n (is = 0 , (1.4) 

where n is the unit normal vector along the surface F. 
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There is a substantial literature discussing the set of all possible boundary controls. 
Clearly, the function gc must belong to H^^'^{rc), the Sobolev space of order 1/2. 
However H^^'^ (Fc) or H^ (Fc) may not be sufficient to enable one to explicitly derive 
a first-order necessary condition. Thus in general the set of all admissible controls 
g must be restricted to more regular spaces, namely, to belong to H^^'^{Fc). In this 
paper we define a set of allowable boundary controls by using distributed control on 
the extended domain. Let i? and F be the extended domain and boundary respectively 
where F contains F — F^. We define / the extended force function such that / = f 
on i7. Then, the set of admissible boundary controls can be taken as the set of all 
gc G H^^'^{Fc) such that gc is the trace of the extended solution u of (1.3) over i? 
with distributed control / . 

One could examine several practical objective functional for determining the 
shape of the boundary, e.g., the reduction of the drag due to viscosity or the identi
fication of the velocity at a fixed vertical slit downstream. To fix ideas, we focus on 
the minimization of the cost functional 

J= f \u-Ü\^d^+^ f l /pdx, (1.5) 
ßi 2 j ^ _ ^ 

for stationary matching or 

J= f I l u - U p d x + f / |u( r ) -U(T) |2dx 
J o J Qi ^ J Q 

^ Jo Jn-n 

(1.6) 

i/r^x, 

for time dependent control. The velocity field U is the desired velocity field defined 
on i7i C i7, ce and ß are nonnegative constants. Formally speaking, by using this 
formulation the boundary control problem is reduced to solving a distributed control 
problem over the Q — Q domain. 

In literature the standard steady optimal control problem is formulated by using 
the following functional (see for example [1; 13]) 

J = | / | u - U | 2 d x + ^ / ( |g|2+/3i|g, |2)dx, (1.7) 

where the minimization of the first term involving (u — U) is the real goal of the 
velocity matching problem and the other terms have been introduced in order to bound 
the control function and prove the existence of the solution of the optimal control 
problem and the optimality system. We may effectively limit the size of the control 
and prove the existence of the first order necessary condition for optimality through 
an appropriate choice of the positive coefficients ß and ß\ but the optimal control 
based on this admissible set of solutions and the choice oiß and ß\ is not very friendly 
from the numerical point of view and it turns out to be a very difficult task if injection 
or suction boundary velocity is required to satisfy the integral constraint (1.4). 
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In this paper the functional (1.5) is used and the optimal boundary control is 
obtained as the trace of the solution over the extended domain. Computations of the 
optimality system are performed by using a new multigrid approach. The implementa
tion is based on a local Vanka-type solver for the Navier-Stokes and the adjoint system 
where solution is achieved by solving and relaxing element by element the optimal 
control problem. The multigrid smoother operator is constructed directly from the 
optimal control formulation and requires the iterative exact solution of the optimality 
system over a limited number of unknowns. Numerical tests for steady and unsteady 
solutions are presented. Unsteady optimal control is presented in the form of a time 
piecewise optimal control problem which proves to be a very effective and robust 
method for flow tracking. Also in this multigrid approach the solution of the unsteady 
optimal problem is achieved by solving iteratively several optimal problems over all 
the time steps but over a limited number of degrees of freedom in space. This allows 
us to solve the couple time-space optimality system exactly over a sufficient large 
number of time steps and enhances enormously the capability of solving boundary 
optimal control problems for complex geometries. 

1.2 The Stationary Boundary Control Problem 

We denote by H^{0), 5 G IR, the standard Sobolev space of order s with respect 
to the set O, which is either the flow domain i7, or its boundary F, or part of its 
boundary. Whenever m is a nonnegative integer, the inner product over H^{0) is 
denoted by {f^g)m and (/,^) denotes the inner product over H^{0) = L'^{0). 
Hence, we associate with H^{0) its natural norm ||/||m,c> = \/U^ f)m- Whenever 
possible, we will neglect the domain label in the norm. 

For vector-valued functions and spaces, we use boldface notation. For example, 
H^(i7) = [H^{Q)]^ denotes the space of R^-valued functions such that each com
ponent belongs io H^{Q).Oi special interest is the space 

H^(^) = {^. eL'{Q)\^eL'{Q) forj,A: = l ,2 
I dxk 

equipped with the norm ||v||i = {Y.l=i hkWlY^^-
For Fs C r with nonzero measure, we also consider the subspace 

Hf^(i7) = {v eH\ü) I v = 0 onT^} . 

Also, we write Hj(i7) = H}.(i7). For any v G H^(i7), we write ||Vv|| for the 
seminorm. Let (H}. )* denote the dual space of H}.^. Note that (H}. )* is a subspace 
of H~ ^ (i7), where the latter is the dual space of H j (i7). The duality pairing between 
H-i( i7) and Hj(i7) is denoted by (•, •). 

Let g be an element of H^/^ (F). It is well known that H^/^ (F) is a Hilbert space 
with norm 

llg||i/2,r= ^ „ , i f l|v||i, 
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where 7r denotes the trace mapping 7r : Hi(i7) -^ U.^^'^{r). We let (Hi/2(r))* 
denote the dual space of H^/^(r) and (•, •)r denote the duality pairing between 
(H^/^(r))* and H^/^(r) . Let Fg be a smooth subset of T. Then, the trace mapping 
7r, : Hi(i7) ^ Hi /2(r , ) is well defined and Hi /2(r , ) = 7̂ .̂  (Hi(i7)). 

Since the pressure is only determined up to an additive constant by the Navier-
Stokes system with velocity boundary conditions, we define the space of square 
integrable functions having zero mean over i? as 

Ll{Ü) = {peL^{Ü) I [ pd^ = 0}. 

In order to define a weak form of the Navier-Stokes equations, we introduce the 
continuous bilinear forms 

a (u ,v )=2z / V / Dij{u)Dij{v)d:>c Vu,vGH^(i7) (1.8) 

b{v,q) = - [ qV'vd^ \/qeLl{Q), Vv G Hi(i7) (1.9) 
JQ 

and 

and the trilinear form 

c(w;u, v ) = / w V u v c / x 
J Q 

2 , , ^ ^ (1.10) 
' ^ dui ^ E w Q \dxj 

Vidyi, Vw,u ,v G H^(i7). 

Obviously, a(-, •) is a continuous bilinear form onH^(i7) xH^(i7),6(-,-)isa con
tinuous bilinear form on H^(i7) x L'l{Q) and c(•;•,•) is a continuous trilinear form 
on H^(i7) X H^(i7) x H^(i7). For details concerning the function spaces we have 
introduced, one may consult [2; 25] and for details about the bilinear and trilinear 
forms and their properties, one may consult [9; 25]. 

We now formulate the mathematical model of the optimal boundary control prob
lem. Let Q be an extended domain and F be the corresponding boundary. If Fc is the 
part of the boundary where we apply the control we assume that F — F^i^^ subset of 
F, namely only the controlled part of the boundary lies inside the extended domain 
Q. In the rest of the paper we denote by u the restriction to Q of the function u defined 
over the domain Q and vice-versa. Some properties of an extension or a solenoidal 
extension of a function defined in Q can be found in [2]. 

The optimal boundary control problem can then be stated by using the extended 
domain Q and the distributed extended force / in the following way: 

find / G L^(i? — i?) such that fS,p, r) minimizes the functional 

J= [ | u - U | 2 d x + ^ / l / p d x , (1.11) 
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and satisfies 

C a{u, v) + c{u; u, v) + {?, w)/. + b{v, p) 

= (/,«>, V « e H i ( ß ) 

[{u,s)p = {g,s)p, V ? e H - i / 2 ( f ) 

(1.12) 

with / = f over i7. The domain i7i is the part of the domain over which the matching 
is desired. The corresponding boundary control gc G H^/^ (Fc) can be found after the 
solution of the above optimal control problem as the trace of the extended solution u 
over Fc. We note that the boundary control gc automatically satisfies the compatibility 
condition (1.4). Existence and uniqueness results for solutions of the system (1.12) are 
contained in [9; 25]. Note that solutions of (1.12) exists for any value of the Reynolds 
number. However the uniqueness can be guaranteed only for "large enough" values 
of u or for "small enough" data f and g. The admissible set of states and controls is 
given by 

Aad = { ( u , p , / , g c ) e U\f2) X Ll{f2) X Ll{f}) X U^^\F,) 

with gc = 7 r c ^ and / = f over Ü 

such that j r ( u , / ) < oo and (S,p) satisfies (1.12)} . 

The existence of optimal solutions in this admissible set can be studied by using 
standard techniques (see for example [1; 8; 11; 12; 13]). Following this approach it 
is possible to show that optimal control solutions must satisfy a first-order necessary 
condition. They must satisfy the following Navier-Stokes system 

va{u,v) ^c{u]u,v) ^h{v,p) = ( / , ^ ) , "ive Hk_^^(i7) 

and the adjoint system 

( va{w, v) + c{w] u, v) + c{u] w, v) + b{v, a) 

(1.13) 

= f ( u - U ) w ( i x , V w e H i 
Jul 

biw,q)=0, ^qeLliÜ) 

U ^ , ^ f _ r , = 0 , V s e H - i / 2 ( f ) 

r - r 2 
(ß) 

(1.14) 

with 

lr,u, (1.15) 
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and / = f over Q and / = w/ß over i? — i7. 7̂ 2 is the part of the boundary where 
homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions (outflow) are imposed. The optimality 
system for the boundary control is reduced to a distributed optimal control prob
lem which requires much less computational resources than other boundary control 
formulations. In this case there are no regularization parameters involved with the 
exception of ß and the compatibility condition is automatically satisfied. The tangen
tial control can be numerically achieved by using non-embedded techniques but in 
all these formulations the compatibility constraint is a limit to the feasibility of the 
normal boundary control. The normal boundary control must obey to this integral 
constraint reducing enormously the possibility to achieve accurate and fast numerical 
solutions of the necessary optimal control system with non-embedded techniques. 

1.2.1 Numerical Computation of the Boundary Control Problem 

The optimal boundary control problem can be solved by using a multigrid approach 
and the multigrid smoothing operator for each grid level can be derived directly from 
the optimal control problem. There is a vast class of smoothing operators for multigrid 
methods but we are interested in the class of Vanka-type solvers. In this class of solvers, 
which are well known for solving Navier-Stokes equations, the iterative solution is 
achieved by solving several exact systems involving blocks of variables. In particular 
we use the close relationship between this class of solvers and the class of solvers 
arising from saddle point or minimization problems 

To 

A 

Q 

Fc 

Q 

A 

Fig. 1.2. Domain Q and extended domain Q at grid level IQ (on the left) and at the grid level 
11 (on the right). 

which allows us to use conforming isoparametric finite elements. 
Let Qh be the square geometry described in Figure 1.2 on the left. Now, by 

starting at the multigrid coarse level /Q we subdivide Qh into triangles or rectangles 
by unstructured families of meshes T '̂ °. Based on the simple element midpoint 
refinement different multigrid levels can be built to reach a complete unstructured 
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mesh T^' for finite element over the entire domain Ü^ at the top finest multigrid level 
Int- For example in Figure 1.2 on the right the mesh obtained by simple midpoint 
refinement is shown at the grid level h (on the right). 

We introduce the approximation spaces X/̂ ^ C H^(i?) and Shi ^ L'^{^) for the 
extended velocity and pressure respectively at the multigrid level I. The approximate 
function obeys to the standard approximation properties including the LBB-condition. 
Let Phi = Xhi \ß^, i.e., Phi consists of all the restrictions, to the boundary df2, of 
functions belonging to Xhi. For all choices of conforming finite element space Xh we 
then have that Phi C H~ 2 (öj7). See [12] for details concerning these approximation 
spaces. The extended velocity and pressure fields {uhi Shi) ^ ^hi {^h) x ShX^h) 
at the level / satisfy the Navier-Stokes equations 

[ a{uhi,Vhi)^ c{uhi; Uhi,^/^^) + b{vhi,Phi) = {hi, Vhi) 

v ;̂,, e:^himnu'^^_^jf}h) 

h{uhi,rhi) = 0, yrhi G Shii^h) 

and the adjoint 

f a{whi,Vhi)^ c{whi; Uhi,Vhi)^ c{uhi; Whi,^hi) ^ h{vhi,'Shi) 

= f {uhi-v)^vhid^, yvhie:s.himniii^_^jüh) 
J ill \^ • ^ ' / 

K^hnQhi) = 0 , \/qhi e Shii^h) 

{^hiShi)fi-r^y, = 0' ^^hi G ^hiih) 

(1.16) 

with 
gc/iz =lrßhi (1.18) 

and fhi = f/i over Qhi and fhi = Whi /ß over Qhi — ^hi • Existence and uniqueness 
results for finite element solutions of (1.16) are well known; see, e.g., [9; 11]. 

The unique representations of Uhi ,Whi and phi. ^hi as a function of the nodal 
point values S/(A:!),{(;/(A: 1) andpi(A:2), az(A:2) ( Âi = 1,2,...nvt W\i\v nvt = number 
of vertex velocity points and k2 = 1,2, ...npt with npt = number of vertex pressure 
points) define the finite element isomorphisms ^i : Ui ^ Xhi, ^t • Wi -^ Xhu 
^i : III ^ Shi ^i^ ' ^i -^ Shi between the vector spaces Ui, Wi, JJu ^i of 
ni;t-dimension and npt-dimension vectors and the finite element spaces Xhi' ^hi • 

At the level / we introduce the corresponding finite element matrices Ai, Bi 
and Ci{uhi) for the discrete Navier-Stokes operators a, 6, c defined by (1.8)-(1.10) 
respectively. Their corresponding finite element matrices for the adjoint operators 
are denoted by A'^, B^ and C^{uhi)- The Navier-Stokes/adjoint coupled terms are 
denoted by Hi and Gi. Now the problem (1.16) is equivalent to 
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(Ai^CiBi^ Hi 0 
5 / 0 0 0 
Gl 0 A+ + C + ( 5 + f 
0 0 5+ 0 V 

Phi,n 

J \^hi,n J 

0 

Vo / 
(1.19) 

at the multigrid level l. In the vector spaces Ui, Wi, 11 i and Ei we use the usual 
Euclidean norms which can be proved equivalent to the norms introduced to the 
corresponding finite element approximation spaces (see [5; 17] for details). 

Essential elements of a multigrid algorithm are the velocity and pressure prolon
gation maps 

Pu-i{u):Ui_i^Uu 
Pl,l-i{p) : ni_, ^ Hi, 

and the velocity and restriction operators 

Ri-i,i{u) = Pt^i_,{u):Ui^Ui-i, 

Ri_i^i{u) = Pt^i_,{u) : m ^ ni_,. 

Since we would like to use conforming Taylor-Hood finite element approximation 
spaces we have the nested finite element hierarchies X^Q C X^^ C ... C X^i and 
Sho C Shi ^ ••• ^ '^hi and the canonical prolongation maps P/,/_i(t^), P/,/_i(p) 
can be obtained simply by 

Pi,i-i{u)=^i_,{^Y\u)), 

Pi,i-i{p) = ^i-i{^i-\p)). 

For details and properties one can consult [17; 22] and citations therein. 
We solve the coupled system (1.19) by using an iterative method. Multigrid solvers 

for coupled velocity/pressure systems compute simultaneously the solution for both 
pressure and velocity and they are known to be ones of the best class of solvers 
for laminar Navier-Stokes equations (see [18; 26]). An iterative coupled solution of 
the linearized and discretized incompressible Navier-Stokes equations requires the 
approximate solution of sparse saddle point problems. In this multigrid approach the 
most suitable class of solvers is the Vanka-type smoothers. They can be considered as 
block Gauss-Seidel methods where one block consists of a small number of degrees 
of freedom (for details see [26; 17; 18]). The characteristic feature of this type of 
smoother is that in each smoothing step a large number of small linear systems of 
equations has to be solved. In the Vanca-type smoother, a block consists of all degrees 
of freedom which are connected to few neighboring elements. As shown in Figure 1.3 
for conforming finite elements the block could consist of all the elements containing a 
pressure vertex or four pressure nodes , namely 21 velocity nodes (circles and squares) 
with one pressure node (square) or 16 velocity nodes (circles and squares) with four 
pressure nodes (squares) respectively. Thus, in the first case a relaxation step with 
this Vanca-type smoother consists of the iterative solution of the corresponding block 
of equations over all the pressure nodes. In the second case a relaxation step consists 
of the solution of the block of equations over all the elements where the velocity 
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Q—e—e—e 

Q 

Q 

CD 

© — e — e — e 

Q 

- ^ 

0 

CB—e—ff l—e—© 

Q 

-e 

Q 

© 

CD 

e—ffl—e—ffl—e 

© 
Fig. 1.3. Blocks of unknowns: 211/ + IP (on the left) and 161/ + 4P (on the right). 

and pressure variables are updated iteratively. Different blocks of unknowns can be 
solved including local constraints as they arise from the optimal control problem. For 
convergence and properties of this class of smoothers one can consult [26; 17; 18] 
and citations therein. 

1.2.2 Boundary Control Test 1 

We consider a unit square domain i? = [0, 0.5] x [0, 0.5] with boundary F as shown 
in Figure 1.2 on the left. Let i? be [0,1] x [0,1]. The boundary F consists of A , where 
homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions are applied, and Fc where the boundary 
control is applied. There are no Neumann boundary conditions and therefore F2 is 
empty. The steady target velocity U for this test is given by 

u{x,y) = 2(1 - x)^(l - cos(47rx))((l - y){cos{A7Ty) - 1) 

+ 2^(l-7/)2sin(4^7/)), 

v{x, y) = 2(1 - 7/)^(cos(47r7/) - 1)((1 - x)(cos(47rx) - 1) 

+ 27r(l -xf sin(47rx)). 

In Figure 1.4 we show the results for different values of the penalty parameter ß 
for Reynolds numbers equal to 100 and rectangular isoparametric Taylor-Hood finite 
elements. On the top there is the extended solution u over the extended domain Q for 
ß = 10~^. The desired solution and the controlled solution (for asymptotic ß) are 
shown in Figure 1.4 in the middle from the left to the right respectively. We note that 
the boundary control can achieve some matching of the desired flow if the normal and 
the tangential control are combined. This embedded method can handle the normal 
control in a relative straightforward manner, satisfies the compatibility constraint and 
improves the effectiveness of the control. In these computations i7i = i? but a better 
matching can be reached if the controlled area Qi is tuned. On the bottom of Figure 1.4 
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Fig. 1.4. Extended controlled flow (top) over Q = [0,1] x [0,1]. Desired flow (central left) 
and controlled flow for ß = 
(bottom right) over f2 = Üi 

1 X 10~^ (central right), 1 x 10~^ (bottom left) and 1 x 10 
[0,0.5] X [0,0.5]. 
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Fig. 1.5. Boundary control (u-component on the left and v-component on the right) on the 
vertical part of Tc for /3 = 1 x 10"^ (A), 1 x 10"^ (B) and 1 x 10"^ (C). 

Fig. 1.6. Boundary control (u-component on the left and v-component on the right) on the 
horizontal part of Tc for /3 = 1 x 10"^ (A), 1 x IQ-^ (B) and 1 x 10"^ (C). 

we have the controlled solutions for different values of /5 = 0.01 (on the left) and 
/5 = 0.1 (on the right). The controlled boundary Fch consists of a vertical and an 
horizontal part. Figure 1.5 shows the boundary control on the vertical part of Fc for 
/5 = 1 x 10-^ (A), 1 x 10-2 (B) and 1 x 10"^ (C). The u-component is shown on the left 
and the v-component on the right. In a similar way Figure 1.6 shows the u-component 
(on the left) and the v-component (on the right) of the horizontal part of the controlled 
boundary T^ for /5 = 1 x 10"^ (A), 1 x 10"^ (B) and 1 x 10"^ (C). We note that the 
controlled normal component of the boundary control may be positive and negative, 
namely there is injection and suction along the same portion of the boundary. If a 
standard non-embedded method is used the normal component of the control must 
satisfy the integral equation (1.4) and this may be numerically very challenging. Also 
this technique solves the corner point in a natural and straightforward manner while 
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in the standard boundary control this point must be fixed by an artificial boundary 
condition which may limit the strength of the control. 

In the second numerical experiment we would like to illustrate an example in 
which the boundary control can be efficiently applied to real situations. Suppose we 
have a velocity regulator as shown in Figure 1.1 on the left. The inflow over Fi is 
assigned and we would like to control the fluid motion near to the output. By injection 
or suction along a portion of the boundary (for example Fc) it is possible to control 
accurately the velocity field. In order to model the problem we introduce, as shown 
in Figure 1.7 on the left, a L-shape domain with eight small cavities. The cavities are 
present in the real design and represent the area in which the fluid may be controlled. 
If a control is active in that area then we model such control as a boundary control, 
remove the cavity from the domain i? and use it as a part of the extended domain. A 
very accurate study of this regulator can be done by taking into account all the seven 
cavities and the corresponding boundary controls but in this paper we investigate 
a simulation in which only the three parts of the boundary Ac, F2c and Fsc are 
controlled as shown in Figure 1.7 on the right. The desired velocity is a constant 
velocity field in the controlled area. The initial flow is a flow with parabolic velocity 
in Fl with maximal velocity of 2.bm/s. The Reynolds number of this initial velocity 
is 150 Reynolds with laminar motion everywhere. We compute the solution in two 
cases: constant horizontal target velocity of 0.5m/s (target case A ) and 3.5m/s 
(target case B) in the controlled area. The controlled area, shown in Figure 1.8 on the 
left, is bounded by the line a and c. The vertical centerline of the controlled area is 
label by b. The stationary computations are performed with the penalty parameter ß 
equal to 1000. In Figure 1.8 the controlled and desired u-component of the velocity 
are shown at x = a (left), x = b (center) and x = c (right) for desired target case 
A and B. We note that the boundary suction and injection can control efficiently the 
average velocity to the target case A and B. In Figure 1.9-1.12 we see the controlled 
velocity for case A. In particular in Figure 1.9 the velocity field is shown in part of 
the domain i? which is bounded on the right by the line c of the controlled area and 
from the left to the right of Figure 1.12 we have the boundary velocity over Fi, F2c 
and F^c respectively. In case A there is a strong suction in both boundary controls 
Fic and F2c in order to reduce the velocity in the controlled area and the boundary 
control in F^^ is relative small. In Figure 1.13 we see the velocity field for case B 
over boundary Fic on the left, boundary F2c in the center and boundary F^c on the 
right. 

In Figure 1.13 the t^-component and the i;-component of the velocity field are 
plotted as a function of the edge coordinate of the cavity. In this case there is suction 
in Fic and injection in F2c and F^^- In case B the control in F^^ leads to a better 
matching in the desired velocity profile along c in the desired area close the upper 
boundary. 
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1.2.3 Boundary Control Test 2 
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Fig. 1.7. Extended domain Ü (on the left) and domain Ü with boundary control over Ac, Ac 
and Ac (on the right). 

Fig. 1.8. Controlled and desired U-component of the velocity 3t x = a (left), x = b (center) 
and X = c (right) in the controlled area for the desired target A and B. 

Fig. 1.9. Part of the velocity field for case A. 
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Fig. 1.10. Desired (left) and controlled (center) flow at different time t = 0, 0.0125, 0.25 and 
0.75 from the top to the bottom. On the right the controlled and desired v-component along 
the X-axis at ?/ = 0.25. 
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Fig. 1.11. Desired (left) and controlled (center) flow for different time t = 1.5, 1.25, 1.325 
and 1.5 from the top to the bottom. On the right the controlled and desired v-component along 
the X-axis at ?/ = 0.25. 
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Fig. 1.12. Boundary control for case A. Boundary Ac on the left, boundary Ac in the middle 
and boundary Fsc on the right. 

Fig. 1.13. Boundary control for case B. Boundary Ac on the left, boundary Ac on the center 
and boundary Ac on the right. 

1.3 Time Dependent Boundary Control Test 

Now we test the proposed multigrid method with a time dependent boundary control 
problem. This problem reflects the desire to steer a candidate velocity field u to a given 
steady target velocity field U by appropriately controlling the velocity along a portion 
of the boundary of the flow domain. We consider a two-dimensional flow over a square 
domain Ü = [0, .35] x [0, .35] with boundary F, control in Fc C F, homogeneous 
Dirichlet boundary condition inF — Fc and extended domain i? = [0,1] x [0,1]. The 
desired velocity U = (U^V) is given by 

(/)(A:, t, z) = {1- cos{2k7Ttz)) x (1 - zf , 

U{t, x,y) = — {(t){k, t, x) (t){k, t, y)), 

V{t, X, y) = - — {(t){k, t, x) (t){k, t, y)) 

with k = 2. Since we can use the multigrid approach to solve the time dependent 
optimal control problem over a block of unknowns we consider piecewise continuous 
boundary control in time. We assume that the time interval [0, T] is divided in m equal 
intervals of time At = T/m and over each interval we seek a continuous boundary 
control. This allows to discretize the optimal control system over every interval At in 
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a limited number of subinterval 6t and solve exactly the system over all time-space 
domain by the multigrid technique proposed in the previous section. We remark that 
if AT is discretized by a single time step {6t = At) we recover the linear feedback 
control presented in [14]. The optimal boundary problem, by using the notation of 
the previous section, can be stated in the following way 

find f G L^([0, T], L^(^ — i?)) such that (u,p, r) minimizes the functional 

J = ^ r [ | u - U | 2 d x d t + £ f / |u(T,)-U(r,) |2dx 
^ ^0 Jul -^^ ^ JQ2 

^ Jo JQ-Q 

and satisfies 

{ut,v) + a{u, v) + c{u] u, v) + (f, v)p^ h{v, p) = (/, v) 

yveuKf}) 

b{u,q)=0, yqeLlid) 
(1.20) 

with / = f over [0, T] x i7. The term with the constant aj is required if the adjoint 
function and therefore the control must not vanish at the end of the interval at the time 

By using standard techniques (see for example [1; 8; 11; 12; 13]) we have that 
the optimal control solution must satisfy the following Navier-Stokes system over 

C {ut,v) ^vaiu.v) ^c{u]u,v) -^b{v,p) = (f^v), Wve Hl{Q) 

b{u,q) = 0, yqeLlid) 

{U,^)Q^ = 0, Vs G H-^/^{dd) 

l^S(T^_i,x) =S(T^_2,x), VxG ß 

the adjoint system over [Tj-i,Tj] 

— {wt,v) -\- iya{w, v) -\- c{w; u, v) -\- c{u; w, v) 

-^b{v,a) = ao{u-V,v)ni, \/veH^{d) 

b{w,q)=0, yqeLlid) 

w = 0, V x G ö ß 

t Ä ( T „ x ) = c . , ( S ( T , ) - U ( T , ) ) , VxGr22 
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for j = 0 , 1 , . . . , m and / = f over Q and / = w/ß over Q — Q. The boundary 
control can be computed as g = 7 r u with 

gc = 7reS (1.21) 

/ ^ g • n c/r = 0 . The optimality system for the boundary control can be computed 
in a very straightforward way if compared to other boundary control formulations. 

In Figures 1.10-1.11 we show the desired (left) and the controlled (center) vector 
field for different time. All the figures are normalized with respect to the maximal 
velocity. From the left top to the bottom right of Figures 1.10-1.11 we have the 
velocity field at time t = 0, 0.0125, 0.25, 0.75,1.0, 1.25,1.325 and 1.5 respectively. 
The interval At is 0.025 with ß = 1000 and aj = 100 with j = 0 , 1 , . . . . Each 
interval has been divided in four time steps (6 = At/A) and the complete optimality 
system solved with an exact method over all the time-space domain over the block 
of unknowns in Figure 1.3 on the right with a V-multigrid cycle. Since w should not 
vanish at any time we set i72 = [0,0.5] x [0, 0.5], namely i? = i7i C i72 C i?. On the 
right of Figures 1.10-1.11 the controlled and desired v-component along the x-axis at 
7/ = 0.25. It is clear that the matching is achieved essentially on the boundary and the 
boundary velocity cannot control the interior of the domain if the desired flow moves 
rapidly. However, this represents the optimum that can be achieved with the energy 
available. 

1.4 Conclusions 

We introduced an embedded method for boundary control which allows tracking 
and matching velocity field very efficiently. It is accurate and avoids the cumbersome 
regularizations of the standard boundary control. Also this methods allows to solve the 
problem for normal boundary control which must obey to the compatibility condition. 
A particular class of multigrid solvers is used in this paper to solve exactly the optimal 
control problem at the element level producing accurate and robust solutions. All this 
leads to improved computability and reliability for the numerical solution of steady 
and time dependent boundary control. 
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